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Abstract—Physical layer key generation (PLKG) exploits the
distributed entropy source of wireless channels to generate
secret keys for legitimate users. When the millimeter wave
(mmWave) channel is blocked, reconfigurable intelligent surfaces
(RISs) have emerged as a prospective approach to constructing
reflected channels and improving the secret key rate (SKR).
This paper investigates the key generation scheme for the RIS-
aided mmWave system. We study the beam domain channel
model and exploit the sparsity of mmWave bands to reduce
the pilot overhead. We propose a channel probing method to
acquire the reciprocal angular information and channel gains.
To analyze the SKR, we investigate the channel covariance
matrix of beam domain channels. We find that the channel
gains of beams are uncorrelated which increases the randomness
of secret keys. Considering an eavesdropper, we derive the
analytical expressions of SKR when the eavesdropping channel
has overlapping clusters with the legitimate channel. Simulations
validate that the proposed PLKG scheme outperforms existing
schemes.

Index Terms—Reconfigurable intelligent surface, physical layer
key generation, and millimeter wave communications.

I. INTRODUCTION

Physical layer key generation (PLKG) is a promising tech-
nique for 5G and beyond to address security vulnerabilities
in traditional key exchange solutions [1], e.g. Diffie-Hellman
key exchange algorithm is threatened by quantum computing.
PLKG exploits the properties of channel randomness, chan-
nel reciprocity, and spatial decorrelation to generate secure
keys [2]. However, PLKG suffers from poor channel con-
ditions. When the channel variation is slow, PLGK can not
produce enough secret keys, such as in static environments.
Also, the secret key rate (SKR), a metric to quantify the
number of secret keys, declines with the decrease in the signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR) if the channel is blocked by obstacles.

Recently, the reconfigurable intelligent surface (RIS) has
emerged as a prospective approach to address the aforemen-
tioned challenges [3]–[6]. A RIS consisting of many discrete
elements can timely configure its reflection coefficients to
control the channel [7]. In single-antenna systems, the RIS
can randomly tune reflection coefficients and change the
wireless channel to mimic the fast-fading effects. Ji et al.
utilize random phase shift vectors to improve the SKR in
quasi-static environments [3]. Lu et al. derive the analytical

expressions of the lower and upper bounds of the SKR in key
generation systems with the random configuration of RIS [4].
Low SKR problem is solved by optimizing the phase shift
vector to increase the SNR of legitimate users in [5]. Later,
Li et al. extend the design of phase shift vectors in key
generation systems in multi-user scenarios [6]. However, the
above works concentrate on sub-6GHz systems and apply
the rich-scattering condition to combat eavesdroppers, i.e.,
the channel of an eavesdropper half-wavelength away from
legitimate users is uncorrelated. The condition may not be
guaranteed in millimeter waves (mmWaves) communications
with inherent sparsity.

The spectral band has been nearly occupied in current
cellular networks and mmWave communication systems utilize
the bandwidth from 30 GHz to 300 GHz to increase commu-
nication capacity. Jiao et al. use the angular information of the
mmWave channel to create secret keys [8]. However, mmWave
bands are prone to blockage effects which have a bad effect
on PLKG [8]. When the direct channel is blocked, a RIS can
construct a reflected channel to solve the blockage-prone prob-
lem in key generation. Our previous works in [9] investigated
the RIS-assisted key generation in sub-6GHz environments.
We proposed to exploit the randomness from the subchannels
associated with each reflecting element. However, the pilot
overhead increases with the number of antennas at transceivers
and reflecting elements at RIS in the antenna domain. The
wireless channels in mmWave bands exhibit sparsity, which
gives the insight to construct the beam-domain channel model
to reduce pilot overhead [10]. By exploring the sparsity of
beam domain channels in RIS-aided systems, Zhou et al.
propose compressed sensing (CS)-based channel estimation
method with low overhead [10]. The channels in the antenna
domain are highly spatial correlated, while the subchannels
of the beam-domain channel are nearly uncorrelated, which
makes secret keys get great randomness. Finally, different from
the Gaussian channel assumption in rich-scattering environ-
ments in sub-6GHz bands, PLKG needs security analysis on
the beam domain channel model.

Motivated by the above challenges, this paper investigates
the RIS-assisted key generation for mmWave communications.
Our main contributions are summarized as follows:



• We study a PLKG framework for RIS-assisted mmWave
communications. A channel probing method based on
orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP) algorithms is pro-
posed to acquire the reciprocal spatial angles in the beam
domain channel model.

• We demonstrate that the angular information of the beam
domain channel changes slowly while the channel gain
of each beam provides a rich randomness source for key
generation. Compared to channel coefficients in the an-
tenna domain, the channel gains of beams are sparse and
uncorrelated, which greatly reduces the pilot overhead
and redundancy between measurements.

• To analyze the information leakage from eavesdroppers,
we investigate the channel covariance matrices of legiti-
mate users and eavesdroppers. We find that the SKR is
determined by overlapping and non-overlapping beams.
The analytical expressions of SKR are derived and vali-
dated by Monte Carlo simulations.

Notations: Italic letters, boldface lower-case letters, boldface
upper-case letters and calligraphic letters denote scalars, vec-
tors, matrices and sets, respectively. diag(·) forms a diagonal
matrix out of its vector argument. vec(·) is the vectorization
of a matrix argument. (·)T , (·)H , (·)−1 and (·)∗ denote
the transpose, conjugate transpose, inverse, and conjugate,
respectively. Cm×n is the complex space of a m×n matrix. Z
indicates the set of all integers. IN denotes the N×N identity
matrix. CN (µ, σ2) denotes the circularly symmetric complex
Gaussian distribution with mean µ and variance σ2. E{·}
denotes the statistical expectation, and ⊗ is the Kronecker
product. ⋄ is the transposed Khatri-Rao product. mod (·) is
the modulus operator and ⌊·⌋ is the floor function.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

A. Overview

As shown in Fig. 1, we consider a RIS mmWave system
that consists of a base station (BS), a user equipment (UE),
an eavesdropper (Eve), and a RIS. The direct channel between
BS and UE is blocked by obstacles, where the RIS constructs
a reflected link to assist the key generation process. There
are several scatters around the BS and RIS, which causes the
reflected link to pass different paths of clusters. Eve is located
near UE to eavesdrop on the key generation process.

B. Device Configuration

A Cartesian coordinate system is considered, where a RIS
is deployed in parallel to the y− z plane, as shown in Fig. 1.
The RIS is modelled as a uniform planar array that has M =
My ×Mz reflecting elements with My elements per row and
Mz elements per column.

When a wave impinges on the RIS from the azimuth
angle, θ, and the elevation angle, φ, the array response
vector of the RIS is given by a(θ, φ) = az(φ) ⊗ ay(θ, φ),
where az(φ) = 1√

Mz
[1, . . . , ej2π(Mz−1) d

λ sinφ]T , ay(θ, φ) =
1√
My

[1, . . . , ej2π(My−1) d
λ cosφ sin θ]T , λ is the wavelength and

d is the side length of a reflecting element. The reflection
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Fig. 1. System model.

coefficients of M reflecting elements are denoted as v =
[ϕ1, . . . , ϕM ]T , where ϕm = ejωm is the reflection coefficient
of the m-th element and ωm is its phase shift.

The BS is equipped with a uniform linear array con-
sisting of N antennas and located on the x-axis with da
antenna spacing. When a wave impinges on the BS from
an azimuth angle, ψ, the array response vector is b(ψ) =
1√
N
[1, . . . , ej2π(N−1) da

λ sinψ]T . The BS applies a precoding
vector, w ∈ CN×1, or precoding matrix, P ∈ CN×P , for
transmission or reception.

C. Channel Model
1) Individual Channel: In full-scattering sub-6GHz envi-

ronments, the channels can be modelled as complex Gaussian
matrices. For example, the BS-RIS channel that experiences
the paths from different spatial angles is G = R

H/2
r GwR

H/2
a ,

where Gw ∼ CN (0, I), and Rr and Ra are the channel
covariance matrix at RIS and BS, respectively. However,
the scattering paths in mmWave channels are not enough to
model the channel as a complex matrix. Instead, the geometric
channel model is widely used for mmWave channels.

There are four individual channels, including BS-RIS, UE-
RIS, UE-BS, and Eve-RIS channels. The small-scale fading
for all channels is assumed to be Rayleigh fading.

The BS-RIS channel is modeled as a function of spatial
angles and channel gains of paths of clusters, given by

G =

√
MN

βgKg

Lg∑
lg=1

Klg∑
k=1

glg,ka(θ
g
lg
, φglg )b

H(ψglg,k), (1)

where G ∈ CM×N , βg is the path-loss effect, Kg =
∑
lg
Klg

is the number of paths of Lg clusters, glg,k denotes the
corresponding complex gain associated with the lg-th cluster
and the k-th path, ψglg,k denotes the angle of departure (AoD),
and θglg and φglg denote the azimuth and elevation angle
of arrival (AoA), respectively. The complex gain, glg,k, is
identically and independently distributed (i.i.d.) CN (0, σ2

g).
The UE-RIS channel is modelled as

f =

√
M

βfKf

Lf∑
lf=1

Klf∑
k=1

flf ,ka(θ
f
lf ,k

, φflf ,k), (2)



where f ∈ CM×1, βf is the path-loss effect, Kf =
∑
lf
Klf is

the number of paths of Lf clusters, flf ,k denotes the complex
gain associated with the lf -th cluster and k-th path, and θflf ,k
and φflf ,k denote the azimuth and elevation AoA, respectively.
The complex gain, flf ,k, is i.i.d. CN (0, σ2

f ).
The Eve-RIS channel is similarly modelled as s =√
M

βsKs

Ls∑
ls=1

Kls∑
k=1

sls,ka(θ
s
ls,k

, φsls,k), where f ∈ CM×1, βs is

the path-loss effect, Ks =
∑
ls
Kls is the number of paths of

Ls clusters, sls,k denotes the complex gain associated with the
ls-th cluster and k-th path, θsls,k and φsls,k denote the azimuth
and elevation AoA of the ls-th path, respectively. The complex
gain, sls,k, is i.i.d. CN (0, σ2

s).
2) Sparse Cascaded Channel: We define the RIS-controlled

channel as the cascaded channel, which is given by

hc(v) = GHdiag(v)f = GHdiag(f)v = Hv, (3)

where hc(v) ∈ CN×1, and H = [h1 . . . ,hM ] is the channel
associated with M reflecting elements. The BS and UE
can directly measure the cascaded channel and convert their
measurements to secret keys, which is commonly adopted by
previous works [5], [6]. However, the cascaded channel is
coarse-grained. The dimension of the cascaded channel in the
antenna domain is N , which fundamentally limits the SKR.
Furthermore, our previous work in [9] proposed to extract
secret keys from massive subchannels associated with each
reflecting element, hm, m = 1, . . . ,M , which extends the
dimension of channels for key generation from N to NM .
However, to estimate hm, Alice and Bob should transmit
multiple rounds of the pilot to each other with the pilot
overhead of at least M , which is challenging to key generation.

We note that the mmWave channels with extremely high
carrier frequency exhibit angular sparsity. There are only a few
multipath components with different AoDs and AoAs between
the BS and UE, which is helpful for reducing pilot overhead.
Therefore, we consider the virtual beam-domain representation
of the discrete physical model (geometric channel model) to
elaborate on the sparsity of the RIS mmWave channels.

The BS-RIS channel (1) can be rewritten as G =
AgΛgA

H
N , where Ag = [a(θg1 , φ

g
1), . . . , . . . ,a(θ

g
Lg
, φgLg

)],
Ag ∈ CM×Lg , AN = [b(ψg1,1), . . . ,b(ψ

g
Lg,KLg

)] and AN ∈
CN×Kg . The matrix Ag and AN represent the AoAs and
AoDs, respectively. Λg ∈ CLg×Kg , is the beam-domain
channel with LgKg non-zero entries along the diagonal line.

The UE-RIS channel (2) is rewritten as f = Afcf ,

where Af = [a(θf1,1, φ
f
1,1), . . . ,a(θ

f
Lf ,KLf

, φfLf ,KLf
)], Af ∈

CM×Kf , cf = [f1,1, . . . , fLf ,KLf
] and cf ∈ CKf×1.

Based on (3), the cascaded channel H is simplified as

HH = (A∗
fc

∗
f ) ⋄ (AgΛgA

H
N )

(a)
= A∗

f ⋄Ag(c
∗
f ⊗ (ΛgA

H
N ))

(b)
= A∗

f ⋄Ag(c
∗
f ⊗Λg)(1⊗AH

N ) = AMΛAH
N , (4)

where H ∈ CN×M , AM = A∗
f ⋄ Ag , AM ∈ CM×LgKf ,

Λ = c∗f ⊗ Λg , and Λ ∈ CLgKf×Kg . (a) holds due to
the property of transposed Khatri-Rao product, i.e., (AC) ⋄

(BD) = (A ⋄ B)(C ⊗ D). (b) holds due to the property of
Kronecker product, i.e., (AC)⊗ (BD) = (A⊗B)(C⊗D).
Therefore, H = AN (cTf ⊗ΛH

g )AH
M .

The geometric channel model (4) exhibits the sparsity of the
mmWave channels. The CS-based channel estimation methods
can be used to measure sparse channels [10]. Therefore, we
transform the channel (4) into the virtual beam-domain chan-
nel, i.e., H = UH̃VH , where U ∈ CN×N and V ∈ CM×M

are the unitary matrices at the BS and the RIS, respectively.
The unitary matrices U and V consist of some samples

of spatial angles. We set U = [b(ψ1), . . . ,b(ψN )], where
ψn, n = 1, . . . , N , is the predefined spatial angle at the
BS. Define ψ̄n = d

λ sinψn = 1
N (n − N+1

2 ) as the virtual
spatial angle at the BS. Also, we set V = Vz ⊗ Vy ,
where Vz = [az(φ1), . . . ,az(φMz

)], Vz ∈ CMz×Mz , Vy =
[ay(θ1, φ1), . . . ,ay(θMy

, φMy
)] and Vy ∈ CMy×My . Define

φ̄nz = d
λ sinφnz = 1

Mz
(nz − Mz+1

2 ), nz = 1, . . . ,Mz , as the
virtual elevation angle, where φnz are the predefined elevation
angle. Define θ̄ny

= d
λ cosφny

sin θny
= 1

My
(ny − My+1

2 ) as
the virtual azimuth angle, ny = 1, . . . ,My , where θny

are the
predefined azimuth angle.

Based on (2) and (1), the virtual channel representation of
the beam-domain channel H̃ = UHHV is given by

H̃ =

Lg∑
lg=1

Klg∑
kg=1

Lf∑
lf=1

Klf∑
kf=1

g∗lg,kgflf ,kfU
Hb(ψglg,kg )

× aH(−θflf ,kf + θglg ,−φ
f
lf ,kf

+ φglg )V

(c)
≈

Lg∑
lg=1

Klg∑
kg=1

Lf∑
lf=1

Klf∑
kf=1

g∗lg,kgflf ,kf δ(ψ̄ − ψ̄glg,kg )

× δ(θ̄ + θ̄flf ,kf − θ̄glg )δ(φ̄+ φ̄flf ,kf − φ̄glg ), (5)

where (c) holds on if M → ∞ and N → ∞. The proof will be
given in our journal version. Similarly, we can get the virtual
channel representation of Eve’s beam-domain channel.

III. RIS-ASSISTED BEAM-DOMAIN CHANNEL PROBING

Compared to rapidly-varying channel gains, the physical
positions of BS and RIS vary much more gradually. Thus,
it is plausible to suppose that over several channel coherence
blocks, the AoAs and AoDs at the BS and the RIS remain
constant. The proposed channel probing protocol consists of
two parts. The first part is to estimate the spatial angles at the
BS and RIS in the first coherence time slot. With the angular
sparsity, BS and UE apply the OMP algorithm to measure
the angular information. The second part is to measure the
rapidly-varying channel gains of the beam-domain channel in
subsequent coherence time slots. Given the estimated spatial
angles, the simple least square (LS) estimator is applied
to measure the rapidly-varying channel gains, which greatly
reduces the computational complexity and the pilot overhead.

A. Estimating the Virtual Spatial Angles

As shown in Fig. 2, the first part of the channel probing
protocol consists of uplink and downlink phases. In the uplink
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(downlink) phase, the UE (BS) transmits several packets to
BS (UE). Eve receives the packets in the downlink phase
to intercept the virtual spatial angles. To estimate the sparse
spatial angles, the BS controls the phase shift vector for each
packet in the uplink or downlink phases.

1) Uplink Channel Estimation: When the BS configures
the phase shift vector v(t), the UE transmits the t-th uplink
packet to the BS. The received signal at the BS is ya(t) =
hc(v(t))s(t) + na(t), where ya(t) ∈ CN×1, na(t) ∈ CN×1

is the complex noise, and na(t) ∼ CN (0, σ2
aI). Then, the BS

uses the precoding vector wH(t) to transform ya(t) as

ŷa(t) = wH(t)Hv(t) +wH(t)na(t)s
∗(t)(s(t)s∗(t))−1

(d)
= (vT (t)⊗wH(t))Fx+ n̂a(t), (6)

where (d) holds due to vec(ABC) = (CT ⊗ A)vec(B) ,
ŷa(t) ∈ C, F = V∗ ⊗ U, F ∈ CMN×MN , x = vec(H̃),
x ∈ CMN×1, and Pb is the transmit power of UE.

To recover the virtual spatial angles, BS receives over-
all V packets in (6) and stacks them into a vector, i.e.,
ŷa = [ŷa(1), . . . , ŷa(V )]T = PFx + ηa, where ŷa ∈ CV×1.
Specially, P is the configuration of phase shift and precoding
vectors over V packets in the uplink phase, i.e., P = [vT (1)⊗
wH(1); . . . ;vT (V )⊗wH(V )]. ηa = [n̂a(t); . . . ; n̂a(t)] is the
uplink estimation noise, where ηa ∼ CN (0, σ2

a/PbIV ). We
define Φ = PF, Φ ∈ CV×MN , as the uplink sensing matrix.

Since x is sparse, BS applies the OMP algorithm based on
the sensing matrix, Φ, to measure the virtual beam-domain
channel [10]. In each iteration, the BS update the residue
rk = ŷa − [Φ]:,Ik

x̂s,k, where Ik is the spatial support index
set and x̂s,k = ([Φ]:,Ik

)H ŷa is the estimated channel. Until
the residue is smaller than the threshold ϵ, the estimated
beam-domain channel is [x̂a]Ik

= x̂s,k. BS gets the x̂a and
rearranges it into the matrix, Ĥa, which is the estimation of
H̃a. The row index of non-zero values in Ĥa denotes the
estimation of the index of virtual spatial angle in U. The
corresponding column vector in U represents the estimated
spatial angle at BS, i.e., ÂN,a. The column index of non-zero
values in Ĥa denotes the estimation of the index of virtual
spatial angle in V. The corresponding column vector in V
represents the estimated spatial angle at RIS, i.e., ÂM,a.

2) Downlink Channel Estimation: With phase shift vec-
tor vH(t), BS utilizes w(t) to transmit a downlink packet
to the UE, and UE receives the signal as yb(t) =

hHc (v(t))w(t)s(t) + nb(t), where yb(t) ∈ C, nb(t) ∈ C is
the complex Gaussian noise, and nb(t) ∼ CN (0, σ2

b ). Based
on (3) and (4), the received signal is converted to

ŷb(t) = vH(t)HHw(t) + nb(t)s
∗(t)(s(t)s∗(t))−1

= (vH(t)⊗wT (t))Fdx
∗ + n̂b(t), (7)

where Fd = V ⊗ U∗, n̂b(t) is the estimation noise of UE,
n̂b(t) ∼ CN (0, σ2

b/Pa), and Pa is the transmit power of BS.
The UE receives V downlink packets and stacks them into

a vector, i.e., ŷb = [ŷb(1), . . . , ŷb(V )]T = PdFdx+ηb, where
ŷb ∈ CV×1 and ηb = [n̂b(1), . . . , n̂b(V )]T with E{ηbηHb } =
σ2
b IV . Pd is the configuration of phase shift and precoding

vectors over V packets in the downlink phase, which is given
by Pd = [vH(1)⊗wT (1); . . . ;vH(V )⊗wT (V )]. We define
Φd = PdFd as the downlink sensing matrix.

Similarly, Eve gets the measurements as ŷe = PdFdxe +
ηe = Φdxe + ηe, where xe = vec(H̃e), ye ∈ CV×1 and
E{ηeηHe } = σ2

eIV . Based on their measurements and sensing
matrix, UE and Eve apply the OMP algorithm to measure the
angular information, i.e., ÂN,b, ÂM,b, ÂN,e, and ÂN,e.

B. Channel Probing for Beam-domain Channels

Given the estimated angular information, the BS and UE
only need to measure the channel gains of the beam-domain
channel in the remaining coherence slots. They apply the LS
estimator that has (Kg + 1)LgKf pilots overhead.

1) Uplink Channel Probing: The BS applies the precoding
matrix PH , P ∈ CN×P , to the t-th received packet and gets

ẑa(t) = PHHv(t) +PHna(t)s
∗(t)(s(t)s∗(t))−1, (8)

where ẑa(t) ∈ CP×1, n̂a(t) = 1/
√
PbP

Hna(t) is the
estimation noise, and E{n̂a(t)n̂Ha (t)} = σ2

b/PbI.
We define W = [v(1), . . . ,v(L)] ∈ CM×L as the

phase shift matrix to model the configuration of the phase
shift vector over L packets. The BS receives L packets
in (8) and stacks them into a vector, which is given by
Za = [ẑa(1), . . . , ẑa(L)] = PHANΛHAH

MW + Na, where
Za ∈ CP×L and Na = [n̂a(1), . . . , n̂a(L)]

T . Based on the
estimated spatial angles, BS uses the LS estimation method to
measure the Λ, which is given by

Λ̂H
a = (ÂH

N,aPPHÂN,a)
−1ÂH

N,aPZa

×WHÂM,a(Â
H
M,aWWHÂM,a)

−1 ≈ ΛH + N̂a, (9)

where N̂a has the noise power σ̂2
a, PHÂN,a ∈ CP×Kg and

ÂH
M,aW ∈ CLgKf×L. Notably, P ≥ Kg and L ≥ LgKf

should be satisfied to make PHÂN,a ∈ CP×Kg have full row
rank and ÂH

M,aW ∈ CLgKf×L have full column rank.
2) Downlink Channel Probing: The BS uses P to transmit

the t-th downlink packet, PSHd , to the UE. We assume equal
power allocation, i.e., SHd Sd = PaIP . The RIS controls v(t)
to reflect it and then the UE receives the signal as yb(t) =
vH(t)HHPSHd + nb(t), where yb(t) ∈ C1×P and nb(t) ∈
C1×P is the noise vector. By the LS estimation, the UE mea-
sures the cascaded channel as ẑb(t) = yb(t)Sd(S

H
d Sd)

−1 =
vH(t)HHP+ n̂b(t), where ẑb(t) ∈ C1×P .



The UE collects L measurements stacks them as Zb =
[ẑb(1); . . . ; ẑb(L)] = WHAMΛAH

NP + Nb, where Zb ∈
CL×P and Nb = [n̂b(1); . . . ; n̂b(L)]. Based on the angular
information, UE uses the LS estimation method to measure
the Λ, which is given by

Λ̂b = (ÂH
M,bWWHÂM,b)

−1ÂH
M,bWZb

PHÂN,b(Â
H
N,bPPHÂN,b)

−1 ≈ Λ+ N̂b, (10)

where the estimation noise power is σ̂2
b . Similarly, Eve gets

the estimated beam-domain channel as Λ̂e ≈ Λe + N̂e.

IV. SECRET KEY RATE ANALYSIS

The UE and Eve share the same BS-RIS channel, while
they share different UE-RIS channels. Since the physical
locations of BS and RIS are static, the BS-RIS channel
is quasi-static. To extract secret keys from varying UE-RIS
channels, the BS and UE choose the maximal value among
each column of Λ̂a and Λ̂b as za and zb, respectively. Eve
acquires the eavesdropping measurement ze. We first analyze
the channel covariance matrix of f , which is computed as
R =

βf

Lfσf
E
{
ffH

}
= E

{
a(θf , φf )a

H(θf , φf )
}

. The virtual

beam-domain channel is defined as f̃ = VHf , f̃ ∈ CM×1.
The normalized channel covariance matrix of f̃ is given by

lim
Mz,My→∞

[R̃]p,q = [E
{
VHa(θf , φf )a(θf , φf )

HV
}
]p,q

=

∫ θmax
f

θmin
f

∫ φmax
f

φmin
f

δ(
d

λ
sinφf − x)δ(qz − pz)

× δ(
d

λ
cosφf sin θf − y)δ(qy − py)f(φf , θf )dφfdθf , (11)

where x = pz−(Mz+1)/2
Mz

, y =
py−(My+1)/2

My
, p = (My−1)pz+

py and q = (My − 1)qz + qy , and f(φf , θf ) is the probability
density function. (11) indicates that R̃ approaches a diagonal
matrix when Mz and My are large enough. The diagonal
matrix contains a small portion of non-zero entries and a large
portion of zero entries. The non-zero entries represent clusters
whose elevation angle ranges from φmin

f to φmax
f and azimuth

angle ranges from θmin
f to θmax

f , i.e., θf ∈ [θmin
f , θmax

f ] and
φf ∈ [φmin

f , φmax
f ]. We define A as the non-zero diagonal

indices in the R̃, which is computed as A = {p|p =
(My − 1)pz + py, p ∈ Z, ⌊Mz

d
λ sinφmin

f ⌋ + Mz+1
2 ≤ pz ≤

⌊Mz
d
λ sinφmax

f ⌋+ Mz+1
2 , ⌊My

d
λ cosφf,i sin θ

min
f ⌋+ My+1

2 ≤
py ≤ ⌊My

d
λ cosφf sin θ

max
f ⌋+ My+1

2 }.

A. Non-overlapping Case
The beams of Eve and UE are not overlapping. The SKR

is the mutual information of the measurements of the beam-
domain channel, which is calculated as

Ck = I(za; zb) =
∑Kf

l=1
I(ẑa,l; ẑb,l)

=
∑Kf

l=1
log2

(
1 +

1

ηa,l + ηb,l + ηa,lηb,l

)
, (12)

where ηa,l = σ̂2
a/(gmσ

2
f ) and ηb,l = σ̂2

b/(gmσ
2
f ) are the

mean square error (MSE) of the l-th beam of BS and UE,
respectively, and gm is the maximal value of glg,k.

B. Overlapping case

In this case, parts of the beams of Eve and UE are
overlapping. The correlation between ze,l and zb,l is given
by ρ =

E{ze,lz∗b,l}√
E{ze,lz∗e,l}E{zb,lz

∗
b,l}

. We calculate the SKR as

Ck,o = I(za; zb)− I(ze; zb) = Ck −
∑

l,l∈L
I(ẑe,l; ẑb,l)

= Ck−
∑
l,l∈L

log2

(
1 +

ρ2

1− ρ2 + ηb,l + ηe,l + ηb,lηe,l

)
, (13)

where ηb,l is the MSE of the l-th beam of Eve, L is the set of
the overlapped beams and lleak is the number of overlapping
beams.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

In all the figures, solid lines and markers denote numerical
results and simulation results, respectively.

A. Parameter Settings

1) Device Configuration: The antenna spacing normalized
by wavelength is da = 0.5. The side length of an element
normalized by the wavelength is dr = dr

λ . The transmit powers
of the BS and UE are set identically as Pt = Pa = Pb dBm.
All noise powers are set as σ2 = σ2

a = σ2
b = −96 dBm.

2) Channel Configuration: The path-loss effect is modeled
as βuv = β0(

duv

d0
)−ϵuv , u, v ∈ {a, b, r}, where ϵuv is the path-

loss exponent, β0 = −30 dB denotes the path-loss effect at
d0 = 1 m and duv is the link distance. The path-loss exponents
of the BS-RIS and UE-RIS links are set as ϵar = 2 and ϵbr =
2, respectively. lg = 2, Klg = 3, lf = 2, and Klf = 2.

The following benchmark schemes are considered:
1) Random configuration: Both the precoding and phase-

shift vectors are randomly configured [3], [4]. LS
method is employed to estimate the cascaded channel.

2) Optimal configuration: Both the precoding and phase-
shift vectors are optimized [5]. LS method is employed
to estimate the cascaded channel.

3) DFT-pattern configuration: The precoding and phase-
shift vectors are configured in the DFT pattern. The LS
estimator is employed to estimate subchannels.

B. Performance Analysis

Fig. 3 exhibits the SKR that BS and UE can extract in each
channel probing with different transmit powers. The increase
in the transmit power has a big influence on the SKR since
the high power improves the similarity of their measurements.
The average gap between the SKR of the proposed scheme and
the optimal configuration is great because the beam-domain
channel provides more channel dimension for key generation.
Compared to the DFT-pattern configuration, the proposed
scheme also has a small decrease, since the DFT-pattern
configuration consumes more pilot overhead to estimate the
subchannels of the cascaded channel. However, there exists
serious auto-correlation between the measurements from the
DFT-pattern configuration while the measurements from the
proposed scheme are nearly uncorrelated, as shown in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 3. SKR versus transmit power. N = 49, M = 121.
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Fig. 4. (a) Correlation of channels in the antenna domain. (b) Correlation of
channels in the beam domain. N = 46, M = 36, Pt = 10 dBm.

Fig. 5 illustrates the SKR per channel probing for a different
number of reflecting elements. It is apparent that the SKR
improves with the number of reflecting elements since the in-
crease of reflecting elements improve the SNR at the receivers.
The SKR of the optimal and random configurations do not
increase greatly, because the channel dimension is limited.

Fig. 6 shows the impact of the cross-correlation on the
SKR. As the ρ gets larger from 0.1 to 1, the SKR decreases
since Eve eavesdrops on more secret keys. Especially, the blue
and orange curves show the SKR extracts from environments
with two and one non-overlapping beams, respectively, which
exhibit the upper bounds. The red and green curves show the
SKR extracts from environments with one and two overlapping
beams, which means the increase of the overlapping beams
reduces the SKR. Also, there is a large performance gain in
the two-beams case marked with solid lines compared with
the one-beam case marked with dashed lines.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the PLKG in RIS-assisted mmWave com-
munication systems was investigated. We proposed a channel
probing method based on the OMP algorithm to estimate spa-
tial angles in the first coherence slot and the LS algorithm to
estimate the channel gains in the following slots. We analyzed
the channel covariance matrix of the beam domain channel
and found the channel gains are uncorrelated. We further
investigated the problem of information leakage imposed by
an eavesdropper. The SKR was derived, which was determined
by overlapping and non-overlapping beams. Numerical results
validated that the proposed method outperforms existing algo-
rithms in key generation.
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